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 17 
Q.1. Please state your name and work address. 18 

A.1. My name is Mary McClinton Clay, MAI. My office address is 218 Main Street, Paris, 19 

KY 40361. 20 

Q.2. On whose behalf are you offering testimony in this case? 21 

A.2. I am offering testimony on behalf ofIntervenors Citizens of Greene Acres, Inc., Jenifer 22 

Adams, P. Chance Baldwin, Jacob Church, Verity Digel, Jed Hanna, Krajicek Family 23 

Trust, James Joseph Krajicek, Karen Landon, Nicole Marvin, Chad Mossing, Karen 24 

Mossing, Nicholas Pitstick, Kyle Shelton, Marlin Vangsness, Jean Weyandt, and Jerald 25 

Weyandt. My testimony will refer to the Citizens for Greene Acres, Inc. as “CGA.” 26 

Q.3. What is your educational background?   27 
 28 
A.3. I have a B. A. degree from Hollins College. I have also met the appraisal educational 29 

requirements for SRA (Senior Residential Appraiser), SRPA (Senior Real Property 30 

Appraiser) and MAI designations. The SRA is a residential appraisal designation, the 31 

SRPA is a commercial appraisal designation, and the MAI is the most recognized 32 

commercial appraisal designation by the Appraisal Institute. The Appraisal Institute is the 33 
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nation’s largest professional organization of real estate appraisers. It is the primary source 1 

of appraisal credentialing, education, body of knowledge and ethical standards.  2 

Q.4. What is your occupation? 3 
 4 
A.4. I have been a real estate appraiser for 46 years. 5 

Q.5. Please provide an overview of your occupational experience. 6 
 7 
A.5. Since the late 1980’s my appraisal practice has been predominantly involved in eminent 8 

domain and environmental damage studies. This has included approximately 30 major 9 

highway jobs throughout Kentucky that I conducted for the Commonwealth of Kentucky 10 

Transportation Cabinet.  In the last three years I have appraised excess property owned 11 

by the Commonwealth and access breaks to controlled access highways for private 12 

individuals. With respect to environmental damage studies, I have prepared 11 damage 13 

studies throughout the Commonwealth of Kentucky for court cases. The detrimental 14 

conditions which were the subject of these studies include: ground water contamination 15 

from a tannery solids and dry cleaning solvents, odors from an animal waste processor 16 

and confined animal feeding operations, high voltage transmission lines, leaking 17 

underground storage tanks, drainage encroachment, fugitive particulate emissions, airport 18 

noise and avigation easements. In addition, I have appraised 8 other properties involving 19 

various types of detrimental conditions, including faulty construction, flood damage, 20 

blasting damage, superfund sites and transmission line easements. A full curriculum vitae 21 

is provided in Exhibit A.   22 

Q.6. What professional honors have you received? 23 

A.6. I was president of the Bluegrass Chapter of the Appraisal Institute in 2010.  The 24 

Bluegrass Chapter is the Kentucky state organization of the Appraisal Institute. 25 
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Q.7. What is the purpose of your testimony?  1 

A.7. The purpose of my testimony is to inform the Ohio Power Siting Board about the 2 

evidence to date that supports the fact that industrial scale solar farms adversely affect the 3 

market value of proximate real estate.  4 

Q.8. What if any experience do you have with evaluating the effects of solar projects on 5 

neighboring property values? 6 

A.8. I have prior experience in estimating damage as the result of numerous detrimental 7 

conditions, as previously described, including those affecting right of way takings, such 8 

as proximity, loss of parking, reduced access, change of use, etc. The appraisal theory 9 

and methodology for studying the effects of solar farms on proximate property values are 10 

the same— with the only difference being the detrimental condition. In addition, I have 11 

reviewed five “property value impact studies” submitted by developers for solar farms in 12 

applications to the Kentucky Siting Board for installing solar facilities. One of those 13 

developer studies was prepared by CohnReznick and the other four studies were 14 

preformed by Richard Kirkland. In the course of preparing my reports on proposed solar 15 

farms submitted to the Kentucky Siting Board and other clients, I have analyzed the 16 

property devaluation caused by four solar farms that range from reductions of 6.3 percent 17 

to 30.0 percent of the properties’ values. In addition, I reanalyzed sales of properties 18 

located near solar projects proffered by Richard Kirkland as evidence that solar projects 19 

do not reduce property values and found that the sales contradict his conclusion that there 20 

is no diminution in value from solar projects. 21 

I have testified at two planning commission meetings—one in Clark County and 22 

one in Hardin County, Kentucky on behalf of neighbors living near locations proposed 23 
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for solar farms regarding the diminution of property values as a result of proximity to 1 

industrial scale solar farms. 2 

Q.9. Have you ever testified as an expert witness on the value or appraisal of property in 3 

the past? 4 

A.9. I have testified as an expert on property value impacts in Kentucky Circuit Courts and at 5 

Planning Commission meetings. 6 

Q.10. In what cases have you testified as an expert witness on these topics in Kentucky 7 

Circuit Courts? 8 

A.10. I have testified as an expert witness in the following Kentucky Circuit Courts: 9 

Laurel Circuit Court: Yellow Creek Concerned Citizens v. Middlesboro Tannery, 1995. 10 

Franklin County Circuit Court: Richard McGehee v. Commonwealth of Kentucky 11 
Transportation Cabinet, 2008; Terrence G. Kerschner, et al v. Burley Oil Co.,et al,2014. 12 

Hardin County Circuit Court: Richard McGehee v. Commonwealth of Kentucky 13 
Transportation Cabinet, 2008. 14 

Woodford County:  Horn v. Horn, 2009 15 

Bourbon County Circuit Court:  Blasting Case, 1980s; Waterway Impediment Case, 16 
2000; Faulty Construction, 2009, Hadden v. Linville, 2015.  17 

Fayette County Circuit Court:  Faulty Construction, 1980s; Bluegrass Manufacturing 18 
(Divorce Case), 1999; Whitson v. Cross: Drainage Encroachment, 2013. 19 

Carter County:  Condemnation for Commonwealth of KY Transportation Cabinet.    20 

Q.11. Did any of these cases in which you have testified as an expert involve the potential 21 

impacts of solar projects on property values? 22 

A.11. Yes.  I testified for Clark Coalition in Winchester, KY before the Clark County Planning 23 

Commission (May, 2021) and for Hardin County Citizens for Responsible Solar in 24 

Elizabethtown, KY before the Hardin County Planning Commission (January, 2022). 25 

Both cases were for the approval of a proposed industrial scale solar farm. In the first 26 
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instance, the planning commission delayed a decision until such time that the 1 

Comprehensive Plan was amended to include provisions for solar farms. In the later 2 

instance, the application was denied.  3 

Q.12. Are you familiar with the impact of commercial-scale solar projects on property 4 

values in the area surrounding such a solar project? 5 

A.12. Yes. 6 

Q.13. What documents did you consult in preparing for your testimony in this case? 7 

A.13. I examined the report on CohnReznick’s Property Value Impact Study included in 8 

Appendix F of Kingwood Solar’s Application and reviewed Andrew Lines’ written direct 9 

testimony filed in this case. My testimony will refer to CohnReznick’s report as the 10 

“CohnReznick Study.”  I also examined the April 16, 2021 Application to the Ohio Siting 11 

Board, including Appendices O, P, and Q.  12 

Q.14. Based on your review of the pertinent records, do you have any concerns with the 13 

solar project for which Kingwood Solar has requested a certificate in this case? 14 

A.14. Yes. It will likely reduce property values of surrounding properties based on the existing 15 

evidence.  16 

Q.15. With regard to the CohnReznick Study that is contained in Appendix F of the 17 

Application in this case, do you have any concerns about whether CohnReznick has 18 

bias in favor of solar companies? 19 

A.15. Yes, for a number of reasons.   20 

The CohnReznick.com website features Renewable Energy prominently in the list 21 

of the industries the company serves.  The company’s allegiance to renewable energy 22 

clients is shown in the press release of February 24, 2017 from its affiliate CohnReznick 23 
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Capital Market Securities that is attached as Exhibit B and that is entitled “CohnReznick 1 

Capital Markets Securities Announces the Sale of sPower to AES Corporation and 2 

Alberta Investment Management Corporation.” The last paragraph on the second page of 3 

the document states that, “CRCMS offers a comprehensive financial advisory platform 4 

for the renewable energy and sustainability industries, including solutions for 5 

corporations that includes corporate financing, project financing, and M&A advisory. 6 

The company represents financial institutions, infrastructure funds, strategic participants 7 

(IPPS and utilities), and the leading wind, solar, biomass, and other clean energy 8 

developers worldwide. CRCMS has successfully executed more than $12 billion in 9 

project and corporate transactions.”     10 

Purpose of Appraisal: On Page 1 of CohnReznick’sStudy (Executive Summary), 11 

the CohnReznick appraisers address the issue of the purpose of the appraisal, which is a 12 

required discussion that establishes the scope of work required to solve the problem for 13 

which the report is being prepared. The appraisers state: “The purpose of the assignment 14 

is to determine whether proximity to an existing solar farm resulted in any significant 15 

measurable and consistent impact on adjacent values, given the existing uses and zoning 16 

of nearby property at the time of development;…” The appraisers should have stopped at 17 

this point in the discussion. However, the sentence continued, “…address potential local 18 

concerns regarding any proposed solar farm having a perceived impact on surrounding 19 

property values; and provide a consulting report (emphasis added) that can address the 20 

required criteria for obtaining approvals for future Vesper Energy Portfolio 1, LLC 21 

projects.” It should be immaterial to an unbiased appraiser what the reactions of the 22 

public will be or if the client gets his approval or not.  23 
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Consulting Report: CohnReznick characterize their study as a consulting report, 1 

presumably to shield themselves from following the Uniform Standards of Professional 2 

Appraisal Practice (USPAP), although they maintain in the Letter of Transmittal that the 3 

report conforms. A detailed discussion of the lack of conformity to USPAP is included in 4 

Exhibit C attached to my testimony. The preamble of USPAP states that “the purpose of 5 

USPAP is to promote and maintain a high level of public trust in appraisal practice by 6 

establishing requirements for appraisers. It is essential that appraisers develop and 7 

communicate their analysis, opinions, and conclusions to intended users of their services 8 

in a manner that is meaningful and not misleading. The Appraisal Standards Board 9 

promulgates USPAP for both appraisers and users of appraisal services. The appraiser’s 10 

responsibility is to protect the overall public trust and it is the importance of the role of 11 

the appraiser that places ethical obligations on those who serve in this capacity. USPAP 12 

reflects the current standards of the appraisal profession.” 13 

List of references Articles: On Page 11 of the CohnReznick Study, the 14 

CohnReznick appraisers cite published studies “that consider the impact of solar farms on 15 

surrounding property values.” However, the report mentions only studies concluding that 16 

solar farms do not damage surrounding property values, while ignoring studies that have 17 

the opposite conclusion. In addition, the report relies on studies that are flawed. The 18 

second and third paragraphs of this section list the standard talking points made by solar 19 

developers. Among the cited works on which CohnReznick relies are the impact reports 20 

prepared by Richard Kirkland, MAI, another appraiser used by numerous solar 21 

developers, who concurs with CohnReznick that solar facilities do not adversely affect 22 

proximate property values. I have explained above that these reports are unreliable. 23 
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Typically, peer review journals report the results of prior studies, before they 1 

discuss their study. Rather than presenting the facts of the well publicized University of 2 

Rhode Island study, they mentioned only their interpretation of aspects of the studies that 3 

supported their claim of no damage. The conclusion in the Rhode Island study states: 4 

“Our preferred model suggests that property values in the treatment group declined by  5 

1.7 % ($5,751). On average compared to those in the control group after the construction 6 

of a nearby solar installation, all else equal…We find substantially larger negative effects 7 

for properties within 0.1 miles and properties surrounding solar sites built on farm and 8 

forest land in non-rural areas. Our complete sample (prior to any data cuts) consists of 9 

289,254 unique properties located within 1 mile of all solar installations in the data set. 10 

Put together, we estimate a net loss of $1.66 billion in aggregate housing due to 11 

proximate solar installations in MA and RI.” 12 

The appraisers also cited the Chisago County, MN assessor who reported that all 13 

the properties that sold within the proximity of the North Star solar farm sold at prices 14 

above their assessment at the time of sale indicating “conclusive that valuation has not 15 

suffered.” This is contradicted by my analysis of available data from Chisago County that 16 

is discussed in more detail in the answer to Question 31. 17 

The CohnReznick appraisers also cite the Grant County, KY assessor, who also 18 

maintains that property values have not diminished adjacent to a local solar farm. 19 

However, neither CohnReznick nor the Grant County, KY assessor divulges that the 20 

subdivision in question abuts Interstate 75.When analyzing a neighborhood within 21 

proximity of any detrimental condition it is necessary to consider all other externalities 22 

that might impact that market’s expectations. This one-lane subdivision includes 23 
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manufactured housing and the 2.7 MW solar farm’s proximity to the dwellings ranges 1 

from 350.0 to 2,650.0 linear feet. According to Richard Kirkland, a local realtor 2 

described this subdivision as, “the lowest price range/style in the market.” Considering all 3 

these factors, it is likely that the solar farm did not impact the expectations of this market 4 

and consequently, the value of these dwellings. To use this example to support the claim 5 

that solar farms do not adversely affect adjacent property values is misleading. 6 

On Page 22, the appraisers “also note that our impact study data and methodology 7 

have been previously reviewed by our peer in the field—Kirkland Appraisals, LLC—as 8 

well as by the Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA).” As I have explained, the 9 

conclusions of Richard Kirkland, are not credible.  SEIA is the national trade association 10 

for the U.S. solar industry. 11 

Q.16. A sentence in the Summary and Final Conclusions on Page 112 of the CohnReznick 12 

Study states: 13 

We then can conclude that since the Adjoining Property Sales (Test 14 
Area Sales) were not adversely affected by their proximity to the 15 
solar farm, that properties surrounding other proposed solar farms 16 
operating in compliance with all regulatory standards will similarly 17 
not be adversely affected, in either the short- or long-term periods.   18 

 19 
Do you agree with this conclusion? 20 
 21 

A.16. No. 22 

Q.17. Why do you disagree with the conclusion of the CohnReznick Study? 23 

A.17. This study is fundamentally flawed in that there is no documentation or any empirical 24 

support for any of the claims that their paired sales indicated no diminution of value. The 25 

Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) require that such 26 
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documentation be included. Moreover, even without this documentation, the premise of 1 

the 11 solar farm examples is non-credible and misleading on its face.  2 

It is significant that on Page 22 of the CohnReznick Study the appraisers state: 3 

“For the 11 existing solar farms studied, a summary of the analysis completed for each 4 

solar farm studied is presented on the following pages. Details of these analysis are 5 

retained within our workfile, and will be provided to the client for their review (or to a 6 

part of the hearing), after execution of a specific Non-Disclosure Agreement relating to 7 

our research and interviews.” This information was requested from Kingwood Solar’s 8 

lawyers by Mr. Jack Van Kley, but it was not provided until Saturday afternoon prior to 9 

the Monday deadline for submission of my testimony to the Ohio Siting Board.  10 

Q.18. How large is the proposed Kingwood Solar Project compared to the sizes of the 11 

solar projects studied in the CohnReznick Study? 12 

A.18. The Kingwood solar project will encumber 1,500 acres and will have a rating of 175 13 

megawatts (“MW”). The other solar projects included in the CohnReznick report include 14 

one with 100 MW; four between 61 MW and 74.5 MW; three between 24.9 MW and 40 15 

MW; and four between 8.6 MW and 19.72 MW. 16 

Q.19. Are there problems with the CohnReznick Study that affect the accuracy of 17 

CohnReznick’s conclusion that solar projects do not reduce property values?  18 

A.19. CohnReznick does not provide any information about the adjoining property uses of the 19 

properties sold in the control sales.  In addition, CohnReznick does not provide pertinent 20 

information about the characteristics of the homes included in the control sales.  Without 21 

this information, CohnReznick has provided no basis for stating that the test sales and the 22 

control sales are comparable.  The Uniformed Standards of Professional Appraisal 23 
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Practice (“USPAP”) require this information to be included in the CohnReznick Study, 1 

but it has not been included.  2 

The most credible conclusions to any appraisal related analysis would result from 3 

the most comparable data. In some of the paired sales analysis studies on which 4 

CohnReznick relies, the sales prices of properties near solar farms (“test sales”) and the 5 

sales prices of properties not near solar farms (“control sales”) may have been affected by 6 

different negative influences besides the proximity to solar farms. For example, the test 7 

sale property near Solar Farm No. 4 (Lapeer) was located in B-2 zoning that allowed high 8 

density business (commercial) uses. This means that any purchaser would bought the 9 

property with the expectation that the land would be used for high density use. To not 10 

divulge this information is misleading, as is the fact that CohnReznick did not reveal 11 

enough information about the paired control property to tell whether it was comparable to 12 

the test property. The proper analysis would be to use control sales that abut B-2 zoning 13 

to determine if the presence of the solar farm resulted in increased diminution. None of 14 

the control sales adjoined a high density use. 15 

A second example is No. 8: S-Power Shoreham, due to the adjoining four-lane 16 

road between the test sale and the solar farm. This means that the proximity to a high 17 

traffic four lane road was an additional factor in the purchaser’s decision about how much 18 

to pay for this property. The proper analysis would be to use control sales that abut a 19 

four-lane highway to extract a reliable adjustment for the solar farm. Only one of the six 20 

control sales abutted a four-lane highway. 21 

A third example is No. 10: Barefoot Bay. This is a 1,000 acre subdivision of 22 

manufactured homes with a population of 12,000 people and maximum density possible 23 
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Not only would a scenic view not be an expectation of the neighborhood, but the 1 

adjoining sales have larger lots and, in this instance the location of the solar farm 2 

provides relief from the crowded conditions of the subdivision. To use this example to 3 

indicate that solar farms do not negatively impact property values in a rural area is 4 

misleading.  5 

A fourth example is Solar Farm 11: Miami-Dade. All the test sales are in the 6 

flight path of a regional airport. This means that the control sales also must be within the 7 

flight path of such an airport.  However, anyone reading the report would not know 8 

whether this is the case or not since the CohnReznick appraisers did not include so much 9 

as an address for the control sales. 10 

Q.20. Does the data presented in the CohnReznick Study about the North Star Solar Farm 11 

support the study’s conclusion about the impact of solar projects on surrounding 12 

property values?  13 

A.20. No. With regard to Group 1 analysis, Sale 52 is incorrectly marked on the map. The sale 14 

is actually No. 54 on the map. This tract, unlike the other two sales (42 and 46), may not 15 

be considered an adjoining tract. The 100 MW solar farm is on the opposite side of the 16 

road which is lined with mature pine trees obscuring the view of the solar farm. The tract 17 

is also improved with a barn which was not mentioned. Regarding the 11 control sales, 18 

no identification is given—only a statement that the sales are similar. There is no 19 

explanation for why the control sales were selected or how they are competitive with the 20 

test area absent the detrimental condition. Furthermore it is impossible to confirm any of 21 

the data or check the reasonableness of the sale selection or conclusions. 22 
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 As previously indicated the supporting data for the control sales was provided on 1 

Saturday afternoon prior to the Monday deadline for submission to the Ohio Siting 2 

Board. Due to this time restriction, I was able to review only the Group 1 sales chart. My 3 

reconstruction of the chart is included in Exhibit D attached to my testimony. This chart 4 

supports the unreliability of the CohnReznick data. Regarding Test Sales 54 and 42, the 5 

sale prices are incorrect because concessions paid by the seller were not included. It is 6 

significant that these two sales required concessions because such payments by the sellers 7 

are typically found when an incentive is needed to close a deal. They are found more 8 

often in slow markets or in situations of buyer resistance, or for such things as closing 9 

costs or repairs. 10 

 With regard to the 11 comparable sales, Sale No. 1 is not an arms-length sale and 11 

should not have been included. In addition, four other sales (Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5) have the 12 

incorrect sale price because seller concessions were not subtracted from the sale price. 13 

Four sales (Nos. 2, 4, 7, 10) are of houses with inferior construction and thus are not 14 

comparable without significant adjustment. The remaining five sales (3, 6, 8, 9. 11) 15 

indicate a range of values per square foot from $133.62 to $149.29. These sales are on 16 

lots ranging from 1.5 to 2.5 acres.  17 

 Although the test sales indicate a median price per square foot of $148.64, these 18 

sales indicate a range of lots sizes from 5.0 to 9.3 with the median size at 9.3 acres. 19 

 This is a prime example of why the CohnReznick methodology of comparing 20 

aggregate groups of sales is unreliable and misleading. The intent of a paired sales 21 

analysis is to compare one affected sale with another non-affected sale with as few 22 

differences as possible. To use multiple sales from a homogeneous neighborhood may be 23 
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acceptable under certain circumstances, but to use sales from multiple neighborhoods 1 

with as many differences that are evident in this example is fundamentally incorrect and 2 

unreliable.  3 

 The Group 2 analysis compares Adjoining Property No. 18, a 2.97 acre tract 4 

improved with a 2,412 square foot residence that sold for $119.82 per square foot to 10 5 

unidentified control sales with lots ranging from 1.25 to 10 acres with a median sale price 6 

per square foot of $118.72. As with Group 1, there are numerous differences in the sales 7 

including lot sizes ranging from 1.25 acres to 10.00 acres of which 50.0 percent of the 8 

sales contain 10.0 acres; the age of the houses range from 2 years to 46 years old; and 9 

house size ranges from 1,792 square feet to 3,371 square feet. This example is also 10 

unreliable and non-credible.  11 

Group 3 is a comparison between Adjoining Property No. 46 and six other 12 

unidentified control area sales that indicated the test sale sold for 41.02 percent more than 13 

the median sale price of the control sales. On its face, this indicates that the two groups 14 

are not comparable, even considering the location difference. The appraisers have 15 

correctly excluded this group from their analysis. 16 

CohnReznick also compared the sale-resales of four adjoining tracts (No. 54, 22, 17 

18 and 3) that sold between 1999 and 2006, then resold between 2015 and 2019 to nine 18 

non-adjacent sales that sold between 1998 and 2010, then resold between 2016 and 2017. 19 

As depicted in the chart of median prices of North Branch houses per the local 20 

MLS, prices during this period varied greatly considering the pre-recession boom and the 21 

steep correction followed by recovery. The two groups do not represent the same years 22 
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and therefore, the comparison is not a reliable indicator of value change. The chart is 1 

included in Exhibit E attached to my testimony. 2 

Cohn Reznick did not analyze the obvious sale/resales of the properties purchased 3 

by the developer. This includes a comparison of the original sale to the property owner, 4 

prior to construction of North Star Solar, to the end user sale from the developer after 5 

construction. Sale/resales are the most reliable method of isolating an adjustment for a 6 

detrimental condition because they do not require finding a control sale that is similar in 7 

all respects except for the externality. The comparison is to the same property with the 8 

exception of time. Such a study was made by me and is included in Exhibit F attached to 9 

my testimony. The results indicate diminution ranging from -6.3 percent to -28.0 percent 10 

and contradicts CohnReznick’s finding of no change of value. 11 

Q.21. Does the data presented in the CohnReznick Study about Innovative Solar Farm 42 12 

support the study’s conclusion about the impact of solar projects on surrounding 13 

property values? 14 

A.21. No. In this 71 MW solar farm example, the CohnReznick compare each of two 15 

“adjoining” tracts to 7 unidentified non-adjoining tracts and declare “no negative price 16 

differential.”  17 

The first test example is on the opposite side of the highway from the solar 18 

project, but is opposite single family dwellings with an interrupted view of the solar farm. 19 

Therefore, it appears not to be an adjoining property. Not only is there no supporting 20 

documentation for any of the control sales, the appraisers do not provide even the 21 

addresses of the test sales. This is an unreliable, if not misleading, example. 22 
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In the second example, Parcel 2 is on the north side of County Line Road 1 

diagonally to the northeast of the solar project which is on the south side of the road and 2 

within 400.00 linear feet of the solar project. Although the solar facility is visible from 3 

the dwelling, the lot is not adjoining. This is a newly constructed dwelling which is 4 

compared to seven sales not adjoining the solar farm with no description of the sales nor 5 

any indication that the seven sales are all new construction. There is insufficient 6 

information to explain why the test sale would sell for 6.10 percent more than the median 7 

price of seven control sales. 8 

Q.22. Does the data presented in the CohnReznick Study about the Rutherford Farm 9 

solar facility support the study’s conclusion about the impact of solar projects on 10 

surrounding property values? 11 

A.22. No. The appraisers provided only one test sale that is on the opposite side of the road and 12 

200.00 linear feet from closest panel of the 61 MW solar farm. The property sold for 13 

$85,000, which indicates that it is at the lower end of the price spectrum of single family 14 

dwellings. With no more data being provided, it is possible that this market has no 15 

expectations of a scenic view and that the solar farm would have no impact on the utility 16 

of the property. If this is the case, then the solar farm would not be expected to negatively 17 

impact this sale. To remark the obvious and then declare that, “it does not appear that the 18 

Rutherford Farm Solar energy use had any negative impact on adjacent property values,” 19 

is misleading.  20 

Q.23. Does the data presented in the CohnReznick Study about DTE’s Lapeer Solar 21 

Project support the study’s conclusion about the impact of solar projects on 22 

surrounding property values? 23 
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A.23. No. This 48.28 MW solar project consists of two sections on either side of the primary 1 

north/south arterial highway, Main Street. The west plant (Demille) is within the city 2 

limits while the east plant (Turrill) adjoins the city limits at its north property line. The 3 

CohnReznick appraisers made two paired sales analysis for each section.  4 

Group 1 (Demille) consisted of 3 adjoining sales with an aggregate median price 5 

per square foot of $86.12 compared to 7 unidentified control sales, also in the aggregate, 6 

indicating $85.92 per square foot. 7 

Group 2 (Turrill) consisted of one adjoining sale with a per square foot price of 8 

$94.84 per square foot compared to 4 unidentified control sales with a median sale price 9 

of $91.80 per square foot. 10 

The appraisers concluded from this minimal documentation, that, “it does not 11 

appear that the DTE’s Lapeer Solar had any negative impact on adjacent property 12 

values.” 13 

The major flaw of this selection of study is that the appraisers stated that the prior 14 

use was agricultural and failed to divulge that the area used by the solar farms is zoned B-15 

2 (General Business), Conditional as of 12/07/2015. This means that at the time of the 16 

sale in 2018 the purchasers would have known to expect the area to be developed into 17 

some type of high density use. Because of this, the analysis is misleading. 18 

After receiving the sales data, I checked the control sales to see if any of them 19 

were adjacent to a commercial use, as described in Question 19. With respect to Group 1, 20 

one sale adjoined I-69; one sale adjoined an apartment complex; three sales were interior 21 

lots in a subdivision; and one sale was in a rural residential area across from a church. 22 
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Regarding Group 2, one sale was an interior lot in a subdivision; one sale was in a 1 

rural residential subdivision; and three sales were from different towns—one was in a 2 

rural area, one was an interior lot in a residential subdivision; and one was in a residential 3 

area across from a high school. 4 

The control sales for Group 3 included three sales near semi-rural areas and one 5 

interior lot in a residential subdivision.  6 

Q.24. Does the data presented in the CohnReznick Study about the Elm City Solar Farm 7 

support the study’s conclusion about the impact of solar projects on surrounding 8 

property values? 9 

A.24. No. This 40 MW solar farm example consists of an analysis of one sale. This modest 10 

($81,000) house appears to be among the smallest in the neighborhood and is the 11 

furthest away that may be considered to be adjoining the solar farm. With a sale price of 12 

$56.60 per square foot and with no more information than the median price per square 13 

foot of the control sales, it is impossible to determine the reliability of this example. 14 

Q.25. Does the data presented in the CohnReznick Study about the Shoreham Solar 15 

Commons support the study’s conclusion about the impact of solar projects on 16 

surrounding property values? 17 

A.25. No. This 24.9 MW solar farm example consists of only one test sale whose rear property 18 

line abuts the solar project in a high density urban neighborhood. Additional sales 19 

analysis is required to document whether the solar farm affected the property’s value. 20 

The CohnReznick appraisers compared this two-story sale to 6 unidentified sales 21 

including 1 and 2 story houses with 1 to 3 bathrooms. This is too many variations to be 22 
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credible, even assuming the sales were documented. This example is inadequate to 1 

determine no proximity damage. 2 

Q.26. Does the data presented in the CohnReznick Study about the Woodland Solar Farm 3 

support the study’s conclusion about the impact of solar projects on surrounding 4 

property values? 5 

A.26. No. The appraisers used one sale that adjoins the solar farm. It is designated as 18146 6 

Longview Drive, however, Google Earth defines this address as the solar farm. By the 7 

process of elimination, it is presumed that the test sale is the property at the southwest 8 

corner of the intersection of Longview Road and Woodland Road. This tract is separated 9 

from the solar farm at its rear yard by another property owner’s field.  10 

As with the other solar farm examples, no documentation is provided for the 5 11 

control sales that indicated an adjusted median price per square foot below the test sale. 12 

Additional sales analysis needs to be made to determine whether the solar farm affected 13 

the property’s value. Nonetheless, the data presented by the CohnReznick appraisers is 14 

inadequate for any conclusion.  15 

Q.27. Does the data presented in the CohnReznick Study about the S-Power Shoreham 16 

Solar Farm support the study’s conclusion about the impact of solar projects on 17 

surrounding property values? 18 

A.27. No. This 14.3 MW solar plant example is from a high density suburban area on Long 19 

Island. The first sale, 18 Estates Lane, is on the opposite side of a four-lane highway 20 

from the solar project. Because the dwelling is within 65.00 linear feet of a high traffic 21 

roadway and in a high density neighborhood, it is unlikely that the solar farm on the 22 

opposite side of the highway will have a measurable diminution in the utility of the test 23 
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sale. As with all the other examples, the appraisers compared the test sale with 5 1 

unidentified undocumented control sales to justify concluding that this example supports 2 

no damage from the solar farms. This example is inadequate, unreliable and misleading. 3 

  As indicated in Question No. 19 the proper analysis would include both the test 4 

and control sales adjacent to an arterial highway. Of the 5 control sales, only one abuts 5 

the highway, the other four sales are interior lots within a residential subdivision. 6 

The second group consists of one test sale that abuts the solar project at its rear 7 

property line. This is a high density neighborhood and needs more analysis than to 8 

merely compare this sale to 5 undocumented control sales to credibly conclude no 9 

diminution in value. Every market has different expectations, and the CohnReznick 10 

appraisers have not addressed this issue in any of their solar examples.  11 

Q.28. Does the data presented in the CohnReznick Study about Dominion Indy Solar III 12 

solar farm support the study’s conclusion about the impact of solar projects on 13 

surrounding property values? 14 

A.28. No. This 8.6 MW solar project example consists of two analyses. The first study 15 

compared the sale of Adjoining Property 2, an 86.96 acre unimproved agricultural tract 16 

to the east of the solar farm. The appraisers failed to divulge that this tract appears to 17 

have no road frontage nor does it have an easement. Without road frontage this is not a 18 

self contained parcel that could be purchased by anyone. By definition, it can only be 19 

purchased by an adjoining owner. The 86.96 acre test sale is compared to four 20 

unidentified tracts described as larger than 20 acres. Regarding agricultural tracts, there 21 

is a large variation in values relative to size. The appraisers should have used sales 22 

ranging from approximately 75.0 acres to 100.0 acres. In addition, they should have 23 
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used only adjoining owner or easement accessible sales for comparability. This analysis 1 

is inadequate, misleading and non-credible. 2 

A review of the sales, after they were provided, indicates that all the sales have 3 

road frontage with Sale No. 1 having a residence. 4 

In the second group, a significant factor in this analysis that the appraisers do not 5 

address is the expectations of this particular market relative to the impact of the solar 6 

farm. The median sale price for this subdivision is under $130,000, which represents the 7 

lower end of the spectrum for single family dwellings in subdivisions. In addition, the 8 

lots are less than 0.25 acres that appear to be 50.00 feet wide and the houses appear to be 9 

within 20.0 feet of each other. In a dense suburban neighborhood, a scenic view is not 10 

typically an expectation. Also, the solar farm, being on the opposite side of the road, 11 

does not reduce the utility of the dwellings. Without a reduction in utility there would be 12 

no reduction in value.  13 

The Group 2 analysis compared sales within the subdivision that sold after 14 

construction of the solar farm to sales without the influence of the solar farm with a 15 

median sale date of 2015, while Group 3 had a median sale date of 2018. Considering 16 

this market, it would be expected that there would be no difference between the median 17 

prices for both groups and their control sales. 18 

It is notable that with any detrimental condition, the degree to which it impacts 19 

the utility of an adjacent property determines its damage. If the utility is not diminished, 20 

then there would be no diminution in value. Just because there may or may not be a 21 

negative or positive impact, does not mean that this indication can be transferred to 22 

another situation without qualification. 23 
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Q.29. Does the data presented in the CohnReznick Study about the Barefoot Bay Solar 1 

Energy Center support the study’s conclusion about the impact of solar projects on 2 

surrounding property values? 3 

A.29. No. This 74.5 MW solar plant is adjacent to the Barefoot Bay manufactured home 4 

community. According to the report, this 1,000 acre development with 5,000 lots is the 5 

“largest manufactured home community in Florida.” The lot sizes are 50.0’ x 80.0’ and 6 

75.0’ c 100.0’ and the dwellings are within 15.0 feet of each other. The population of the 7 

subdivision is 12,000.This is an extremely dense development of houses at the lower end 8 

of the value spectrum with no expectations of a scenic view. 9 

The appraisers analyzed two groups of sales. The first group was two lots 10 

“purchased by the same buyer from different sellers on different dates.” However, the 11 

appraisers failed to note that one of the lots did not have road frontage and was behind 12 

the other, even though this was apparent from the aerial photo. Because it is a combined 13 

sale, it is a poor choice for comparison purposes. To be consistent with the control sales, 14 

they should represent two independent sales.The combined sale, nonetheless, was 15 

compared to seven unidentified aggregate sales indicating that there was no damage. 16 

According to Google Earth, the map numbers should be switched. Also, from the aerial 17 

photograph the lots on either side of these two control sales appear to be are commercial, 18 

but the appraisers state that the two lots in question are residential. With no more 19 

description than is given this comparison is inadequate, unreliable and non-credible. 20 

The second group of sales compares the aggregate of five of the manufactured 21 

home sales (Nos. 13, 18, 40, 47 and 51) within the Barefoot Bay subdivision and 22 

adjoining the solar farm to the aggregate of 126 other unidentified sales not adjoining a 23 
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solar farm.  As discussed in the answer to Question 19, not only would a scenic view not 1 

be an expectation of the neighborhood, but the adjoining sales have larger lots and, in this 2 

instance the location of the solar farm provides relief from the crowded conditions of the 3 

subdivision. To use this example to indicate that solar farms do not negatively impact 4 

property values in a rural area is misleading.  5 

Q.30. Does the data presented in the CohnReznick Study about the Miami-Dade Solar 6 

Energy Center support the study’s conclusion about the impact of solar projects on 7 

surrounding property values? 8 

A.30. No. In this 74.5 MW solar farm example, the CohnReznick appraisers took the median 9 

price per acre of three residential sales with interim agricultural zoning and compared 10 

them to the median sale price per acre of six unidentified sales not adjoining a solar 11 

farm. 12 

Aside from the lack of basic appraisal documentation, this example is flawed 13 

because the properties are within the direct flight path of the Miami Executive Airport 14 

and within 2.0 miles of the runway. In order to extract an adjustment for the solar farm, 15 

the control sales must also be within the flight path of the airport. There is no indication 16 

from the data provided that this is the case.  17 

Q.31. Do you have an opinion, to a reasonable degree of certainty, as to whether the 18 

Kingwood Solar Project will decrease the values of the properties surrounding the 19 

Project? 20 

A.31. Yes. I have analyzed two case studies of improved properties and two case studies of 21 

vacant land abutting solar farms. 22 
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The improved properties were analyzed based on the sale/resale of the same 1 

property before and after construction of the solar farm. The North Star case study 2 

indicated a range of diminution from -6.3 percent to -28.0 percent with a median decline 3 

of -16.9 percent. The McBride Place case study indicated a range of diminution ranging 4 

from -15.7 percent to -16.8percent indicating a conservative diminution of -15.0 percent 5 

(rounded). 6 

The two vacant residential lot studies are based on paired sales from the same 7 

subdivision with the impacted sales adjoining the solar farm while the non-impacted sales 8 

did not. This means the only difference between the sales was the solar plant. The results 9 

from the Grandy, N.C. solar farm indicated diminution of -15.5 percent. This community 10 

had an ordinance that required a 300.0 foot setback from the residential property line. The 11 

Spotsylvania solar case study compared two sales that abutted the solar farm to three 12 

sales that did not abut in the same immediate neighborhood. The difference between the 13 

sales was -30.0 percent. The difference between these two case studies is that the lots in 14 

Spotsylvania are more than twice as expensive and the size of the solar farms is 121.4 15 

acres compared to 6,350 acres. The case studies are included in Exhibit G following my 16 

testimony. 17 

The fact that the Kingwood solar farm has only 25.0 foot setbacks between the 18 

solar fence and the property line of adjoining properties with the possibility of an 19 

additional 20.0 feet between the fence and solar panels is likely to have a negative effect 20 

on the values of adjoining properties.  21 

Q.32. What is the basis of this opinion? 22 
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A.32. In addition to the case studies cited in the answer to Question 32, I have considered the 1 

results of the environmental damage studies I have previously prepared and they are 2 

consistent with those results, if not conservative. A summary of these studies is included 3 

in Exhibit H attached hereto.  4 

Q.33. Does landscaping between solar projects and proximate properties mitigate property 5 

damage? 6 

A.33 I have provided an answer to this question in a paper that has been attached as Exhibit I. 7 

Q.34. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 8 

A.34. Yes. 9 

LIST OF EXHIBITS 10 

A. Curriculum Vitae of Mary McClinton Clay 11 

B. CohnReznick News Release 12 

C. Discussion of USPAP 13 

D. Reconstructed CohnReznick North Branch Solar Sales Chart 14 

E. North Branch Solar Time Adjustment Chart 15 

F.   Mary Clay’s North Branch Solar Case Study  16 

G. Mary Clay’s Solar Damage Case Studies 17 

H. Summary of Kentucky Environmental Damage Studies  18 

I.  Discussion of Landscaping 19 
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